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Abstract:- Universal Asynchronous Receiver Transmitter (UART) is mostly used for serial data transmission protocol that supports full-duplex 

serial communication. In UART the transmitter is most important device for transmission of data and Receiver is for receiving the data. So here 

designing the asynchronous transmitter and receiver for UART. Hence number of UART is proportional to number of channels therefore we 

proposed to design UART using master slave configuration.  
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I. INTRODUCTION: 

. Universal Asynchronous Receiver Transmitter 

(UART) is mostly used serial data transmission 

protocol to support full-duplex serial communication. 

UART has many advantages, such as simple resources, 

unfailing performance, strong anti-jamming capability, 

easy to control and understand and so on. It becomes 

one of standard integrated peripherals of various 

processors, such as chips 8250, 8251, 16550. It 

contains a parallel-to-serial converter for data 

transmitted from the computer and a serial to parallel 

converter for data coming in by way of the serial line. 

Parallel communication increases the cost so here uses 

the serial communication protocol. The UART also 

has a buffer for temporarily storing data from 

immediate transmissions. we proposed to design 

UART using master slave configuration. 

The UART implemented with VHDL language is 

included into the FPGA to achieve compact, stable and 

reliable data transmission. Various designs are found 

in literatures for UART has different systems have 

different requirements and which require data 

communication between its functional units. In recent 

years the researchers has proposed various UART 

designs like automatic baud rate synchronizing 

capability, predictable timing behavior to allow the 

integration of nodes with imprecise clocks in time-

triggered real-time systems, recursive running sum 

clean to remove noisy samples, integration of only 

core functions into a FPGA chip to achieve 

compressed, stable and reliable data transmission to 

keep away from waste of resources and decrease cost, 

programming logic to enable interfacing between 

asynchronous communications protocols and DSP 

having synchronous serial ports. UART has only one 

port to transmit and receive the data. So here increases 

the number of port using Master Slave. This frame was 

received at the receiver input where de-framing was 

done and only the data bits are available in parallel 

form at the receiver output has LCR, Baud Rate 

Generator (BRG), transmitter and Receiver as its 

functional units. 

II. ASYNCHRONOUS TRANSMITTER: 

The transmitter accepts parallel data from 

peripheral/processor, makes the frame of the data and 

transmits the data in serial form on the Transmitter 

Output (TXOUT) terminal. The baud rate generator 

output will be the clock for UART transmitter 

 

                   Fig. 1: UART Transmitter 

Data is loaded from the inputs TXIN0-TXIN7 into the 

Transmitter FIFO by applying logic high on the WR 

input. If words less than 8 bits are used, only the least 
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significant bytes are transmitted. FIFO is 16-byte 

register. When FIFO contains some data, it will send 

the signal to Transmitter Hold Register (THR), which 

is an 8-bit register. At a same time, if THR is empty it 

will send the signal to FIFO, which indicates that THR 

is ready to receive data from FIFO. If Transmitter Shift 

Register (TSR) is empty it will send the signal to THR 

and it indicates that TSR is ready to receive data from 

THR.TSR is a 12-bit register in which framing process 

occurs.The status check using status register. 

III.  ASYNCHRONOUS RECEIVER: 

The received serial data is available on the RXIN pin. 

The received data is applied to the sampling logic 

block. The receiver timing and control is used for 

synchronization of clock signal between transmitter 

and receiver. 

 

                                Fig. 2: UART Receiver 

Whenever it goes low sampling and logic block will 

take 4 samples of that bit. If all four are same it 

indicates the start of a frame. After that remaining bits 

are sampled in the same way and all the bits are send 

to Receiver Shift Register (RSR) one by one where the 

entire frame is stored. RSR is a 12 bit shift register. 

The receiver sampling is 16 times to that of the 

transmitter baud rate. In the architecture of UART 

receiver (fig. 4), initially the logic line (RxIn) is high. 

Now if the Receiver Hold Register (RHR) is empty it 

sends signal to RSR so that only the data bits from 

RSR goes to RHR which is an 8 bit register. The 

remaining bits in the RSR are used by the in tte sense 

of error logic block. Then, if receiver FIFO is empty it 

send the signal to RHR so thats the data bits goes to 

FIFO [14]. When RD signal is asserted the data is 

available in parallel form on the RXOUT0- RXOUT7 

pins. The status register [5], [9] is implemented with 

flags for error logic operations performed on the 

received data. The error logic block handles 4 types of 

errors: Parity error (PE), Frame error (FE), Overrun 

error (OE), Break error (BE). If the received parity 

does not match with the parity generated from data 

bits, PE bit will be set which indicates that parity error 

occurred. If receiver fails to detect correct stop bit or 

when 4 samples do not match frame error occurs and 

FE bit is set. If the receiver FIFO is full and other data 

arrives at, RHR overrun error occurs and OE bit is set. 

If the RXIN pin is held low for long time than the 

frame time then there is a break in received data and 

break error occurs and BE bit is set. 

IV. RELETED WORK: 

The various researchers have worked on the 

Design of UART in VHDL.Some researches reviewed 

are as follows: 

[1]This paper focuses on the VHDL implementation of 

UART with status register which supports 

asynchronous serial communication. The paper 

presents the architecture of UART. 

[2] This paper focuses on the design of a UART chip 

with embedded Built-In-Self-Test (BIST) architecture 

using FPGA technology. The paper starts by 

describing the actions of UART circuit using VHISC 

Hardware Description Language (VHDL).  

 [3]This paper focuses on the design of quick UART. 

The paper starts by describing the behavior of UART 

circuit using VHDL. In the result and simulation part, 

this paper is focus on the bit errors detection. Besides, 

in the Baud Rate Generator part, the Baud Rate 

Generator is incorporated into the UART design before 

the overall design is synthesized. 

[4]In this paper, Baud rate generator is used to offer 

the position time of sending   and receiving data for 

transmitter module and receiver module. 

[5]This paper was introduced universal asynchronous 

serial protocols, described the role of UARTs, and 

defined the basic situation for winning data 

transmission. 
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V. SIMULATION RESULT: 

A. Simulation result of transmitter: 

 The fig. 10 shows the serial transmission of data. Data 

transmitted is “10101010”. This 8-bit data is loaded to 

transmit shift register and start, stop & parity bits are 

added to form the frame inside TSR and sent to TXD. 

When the reset is 0 and transmit is 1, the transmitter 

starts transmitting the data. i.e. the data starts shifting 

out from the transmitter shift register. Since the desired 

baud rate is 9600bps, the bits are shifted out on TxD 

line at the interval of 50MHz/9600=5208 clock cycles. 

Similarly all the bits are sent. The serial transmission 

is observed at TXD pin along with frame format (1 

logical low start bit, 8-bit data (LSB to MSB), parity 

bit and finally logical high stop bit). 

 

 

                  Fig:- 3. Output Of Transmitter  

B. Simulation result of Receiver: 

The UART receiver converts the serial data into 

parallelform and makes it available atRxData[7:0]. The 

Serial datais received at RXD pin. Each bit is sampled 

and the sampledbit is saved into receive shift register. 

From this, the frame 

bits viz. start, parity and stop bits are discarded in RSR 

andwritten to receive FIFO, RxData. The 8-bit data 

simulated is“11111111”. Further received data will be 

stored in the remaining FIFO locations. Fig. shows the 

reception of 

serial data. 

 

           Fig:- 4. Output Of Receiver 

VI. CONCUSION: 

 Universal Asynchronous Receiver Transmitter 

(UART) is mostly used serial data transmission 

protocol to support full-duplex serial communication. 

UART have advantages, such as simple resources, 

reliable performance, strong anti-jamming capability, 

easy to operate and realize. Implementation using 

VHDL is essential to achieve compact, stable and 

consistent data transmission to avoid waste of 

possessions and decrease cost.  UART was 

implemented using different techniques to 

realizecompressed stable and reliable data transmission 

but single UART can communicate only with single 

channel. Hence number of UART is proportional to 

number of channels therefore we proposed to design 

UART using master slave configuration.   
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